
1. Introduction
Since 2003, the rapid in-

crease in world price of
food commodities has put
this price rise on the top of
the agenda of worldwide
policymakers. The most
noticeable aspect of this
rise was that almost all
food crops as well as live-
stock products were affect-
ed by it. According to FAO
(2008), the price increase
in dairy products, oilseeds
and grains was on the aver-
age about 80, 50 and 42 per
cent respectively2. Another
remarkable feature was
that high international
crops prices have been
transmitted in varying de-
grees to final consumers of
the domestic economies
through the rise in retail prices of basic foods products (Eu-
ropean Bank, 2008). While in Tanzania, 81 per cent of the
change in international maize prices between 2003 and 2008
has been captured by local price changes, this rate was about
5 and 32 per cent respectively in Jakarta and Surabaya in In-
donesia, and in Ghana and the Philippines this was about 50
per cent (Ivanic and Martin, 2008). The last remarkable as-
pect of this price rise was that food price increase was ob-
served to have a direct impact on overall inflation and this

impact had varied depend-
ing on the weight of food
in the consumption ba-
sket3. For instance, in Chi-
na, food price inflation
was observed to con-
tribute towards about 90
per cent of overall infla-
tion, whereas it was about
20 per cent in India and in
a range between 23 and 50
per cent in Latin America
(Ivanic and Martin, 2008).

The recent increases in
international prices of ba-
sic food products have at-
tracted the attention of
numerous stakeholders
including farmers, con-
sumers, policy makers,
international institutions,
the media and all people
in low-income countries
with low food security.

Farmers are interested because higher crop prices create in-
centives for production, but higher feed prices create disin-
centives for producing livestock as well. Consumers and
particularly poor people in lower-income countries are
more concerned about their food security. Policy makers
and international institutions focus on possible policy ac-
tions to set up in order to maintain food security for poor
people, besides on research initiatives taken to reveal the
factors driving the price increase. The impact of high food
prices may vary across countries and population groups
mostly depending on the countries’ net trade status in food.
Net food exporters may benefit from improved terms of
trade, unless they ban exports to protect consumers. Net
food importers, however, may struggle to attain food secu-
rity in the country and most of the poor people in urban ar-
eas are included in this group. People in rural areas may ad-
just through wages and capital inflows (that can create new
income opportunities), anyway, this requires an adjustment
period until it reaches the poor and vulnerable (Ivanic and
Martin, 2008)4. In addition, the effect of higher food prices
is not only on food security and nutrition, but it also signif-
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icantly erodes the household purchasing power (IFPRI,
2008). Therefore, food security and nutrition of the poor
seem to be at risk if they are not protected with counter pol-
icy measure. Ivanic and Martin (2008) and Son and Kak-
wani (2006) provided interesting analyses on the relation-
ship between food prices and poverty in low-income coun-
tries. While the former employed both partial and general e-
quilibrium frameworks to derive impacts, the latter meas-
ured poverty and estimated money metric utility function.

The literature emphasizes various factors as possible
drivers of food commodity price increase. IFPRI (2007) i-
dentified adverse climate impact as one of the major sup-
ply-side factors which created shortfalls particularly in pro-
duction of cereals and oilseeds during 2005-2007. Another
supply-side factor was mentioned by FAO (2008) as the de-
creasing stock levels of cereals, since the high-price event
in mid 1990s. According to Mitchell (2008), increasing en-
ergy costs, particularly of fuel, have also raised the cost of
production and added to the production shortage. Finally,
the trade-off and/or competition between oilseeds and
grains areas, especially in the EU after the removal of set-
aside policy and in some other countries after the rise in de-
mand for bio-ethanol and bio-diesel, appeared as the other
aspect to be taken into consideration on the supply side (Eu-
ropean Bank, 2008). On the demand side, the literature re-
veals three factors driving the food price rise. First of all,
the strong global economic growth in low-income but high-
ly populated countries such as India and China has created
a shift in food demand towards high-value food items and
away from staple food (Collins, 2008). Secondly, the rise in
bio-energy production, sourced by the rise in bio-energy
demand, also added to pressure on feedstock price as they
are used in production of bio-diesel and bio-ethanol. As last
factor, Cohen (2006) also noted the impact of worldwide
urbanization on the change in preferences in food demand
and its possible contribution to food price rise. An exten-
sive review of applied literature regarding bio-energy was
provided in Rajogapal and Zilberman (2007) who grouped
applied methodologies and related work under cost ac-
counting models, micro-models of resource allocation and
decision making, sector models, and general equilibrium
models. Sector models evaluated outcomes of bio-fuel
mandates at global and national level. Outcomes of policies
to sequester carbon through agriculture were analyzed and
grouped separately. They reclassified general equilibrium
models into models that analyzed impact of bio-fuel and
carbon targets on the national economy and models that
emphasized international trade. The Rajogapal and Zilber-
man (2007) study can be extended to research related to the
drivers of world food prices and impacts of increases on
lower-income countries. Mitchell (2008) focused on the
USA markets and provided an analysis of the factors behind
food price rise, whereas Collins (2008) investigated the
same issue in world markets. Both Mitchell (2008) and
Collins followed the dynamics behind the actual food price
data rather than price forecast.

In addition to the above factors, the FAO (2008) empha-
sized the significance of developments in the international
financial markets as well in contributing to spot price
volatility, by offering an expanding range of financial in-
struments for speculators to increase portfolio diversifica-
tion (FAO, 2008). Moreover, many policy actions and
measures were considered by international organizations
and domestic economies to cope with food price rise and to
maintain food security. These policies varied from the in-
troduction of price controls to a reduction in import barriers
and the imposition of export restrictions (Collins 2008; Eu-
ropean Bank, 2008). However, caution should be given s-
ince export restrictions may create disincentive for farmers
to invest in agriculture and domestic price controls may add
to the disincentive, thus diverting resources away from the
agricultural sector. Trade restrictions might push cartel for-
mation and protectionism in smaller markets could be en-
couraged. Ivanic and Martin (2008) mention that this sort of
protectionist policies may put the efforts in the WTO Doha
Round in «reverse gear».

This study specifically evaluates impacts of two phenom-
ena that might have put growing pressure on world food
prices. The first phenomenon is represented by adverse cli-
mate conditions in the EU and Turkey, and the second one
is the removal of set-aside policy in the EU. Next section
provides the background information regarding the climate
impacts and policy changes. Section three summarizes the
applied methodology and introduces policy scenarios. Em-
pirical analyses follow and, eventually, in section five, the
paper draws conclusions with a particular focus on the out-
comes in the EU and Turkey.

2. Background for the Study
In the second half of 2007, the effects of dry and unusu-

ally hot weather in spring, followed by adverse summer
weather in Europe, forced the European Union to take
measures in agricultural markets. At the beginning of the
2007/08 marketing year (July time), total stocks (private +
intervention) were 13.2 million tons, far under the previ-
ous-year levels. This was due to the modest harvest in
2006/2007 and to significant withdrawals from the EU in-
tervention stocks. In 2007, unfavourable weather condi-
tions reduced the harvest and the overall EU production
was estimated at 256 million tons, a reduction of 10 million
tons or 3.5 percent with respect to the already modest
2006/2007 harvest. As a result, the EU would have needed
more imports in 2007/2008 than in 2006/2007. Therefore,
the European Union approved the removal of obligatory
set-aside policy for autumn 2007 and spring 2008 sowings
by the end of September 2007, and it suspended import du-
ties on most of cereals from the end of December 2007 to
July 2008. These changes came in response to the increas-
ingly tight situation on the cereals market. In the EU-27, in
2006, a scarce harvest (265.5 million tons) led to a supply
gap at the end of marketing year 2006/2007 with shrinking
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stocks and historically high cereal prices. The implementa-
tion of the new rate was expected to increase the 2008 ce-
real harvest by at least 10 million tons.

It was stated by the European Commission that the cur-
rent area under obligatory set-aside amounted to 3.8 million
hectares in the EU. If the set-aside rate was set to 0%, the
effective return of land could be between 1.6 and 2.9 mil-
lion hectares (IP/07/1402). On average, it seems likely that
this area would bring around 10 million tons of grains onto
the market. If the maximum amount of land can produce ce-
reals in lieu of other crops especially oilseeds, this quantity
seems to reach 17 million tons. As reminder, set-aside was
introduced to limit production of cereals in the EU on a vol-
untary basis from the 1988/1989 production year. After the
1992 reform, it became obligatory to set aside an an-
nounced percentage of declared areas in order to be eligible
for compensatory payments. In 2003, with a new imple-
mentation of set-aside, entitlements were allocated to farm-
ers, thus giving the right to a payment if farmers were ac-
companied by eligible land put into set-aside. In
1999/2000, it was permanently established at 10%. In the
new 12 Member States, the implementation of the Single
Area Payment Scheme (SAPS) was preferred and farmers
were exempted from the obligation of set-aside.

The European Union also agreed on suspending import
duties on all cereals (except oats, buckwheat and millet) to
end on 30 June 2008 (IP/07/1403). The decision was the
second reaction to the exceptionally tight situation on cere-
als markets and the record price levels. Although the cur-
rent levels of border protection for cereals were rather low,
import duties were still applied for certain types of grains.
According to the EU implementation, the duty was fixed on
the basis of the difference between the effective EU inter-
vention price for cereals including monthly increments,
multiplied by 1.55 and a representative cif import price for
cereals in Rotterdam. The resulting duty was currently set
at 0 for durum wheat, high quality soft wheat, rye and
sorghum. The duty for maize has fluctuated from a peak of
€16.21 per tonne to 0 since 1 October 2007. Tariff rate quo-
tas were introduced in 2003 on barley and low and medium
quality wheat. For barley, annual tariff rate quota of
306,215 tons was opened with €16/tonne duty payable. A
duty-free quota of 242,074 tonnes of maize was introduced
in 2006 to all third countries.

As another precaution, the Commission Green Paper
«Adapting to climate change in Europe» (June 2007),
which calls for early and cost-effective adaptation action to
reduce damage from climate change, required contribution
from the CAP in promoting farming practices compatible
with new climate conditions.

On the other side, Turkish agriculture was affected from
dry weather and drought in a similar pattern as in the EU in
2007. In most of the fertile regions of Turkey, drought led

to serious reduction in production of cereals and some
fruits. The production of wheat and barley were expected to
fall by around 20% to sweep the stocks away for the com-
ing years. Similar decreases were experienced in oilseed
production in the country. As a precaution, the Turkish ad-
ministration decided to import certain amounts of cereals
(import quotas were allocated for wheat, barley and maize)
with zero tariff rates until the end of May 2008, when mar-
ket conditions for cereals were appropriate.

In this study, the main objective is to analyze the
impacts of decreasing supply in the two world’s most im-
portant cereal markets, the EU and Turkey, on the world’s
major cereal producers and traders. To carry out analyses in
an empirical framework, the ATPSM was used as intro-
duced in details in the following section.

3. Methodology
Policy analyses were carried out by applying a par-

tial equilibrium framework, namely the Agricultural Trade
Policy Simulation Model5 (ATPSM), which was jointly
built by UNCTAD and FAO. The ATPSM is a multi-coun-
try and multi-commodity framework which analyzes the
domestic and world market effects of trade policies in a
comparative static fashion. The working principle of the
ATPSM is such that trade policy and non policy-induced
price shocks in the domestic market alter the domestic sup-
ply, demand, export and import amounts which result in ex-
cess demand and supply in the world market. The ATPSM
derives a world market-clearing price which equals the
global sum of net import changes to zero and this price
feeds back into the commodity markets of each country to
recalculate the impacts on domestic quantities.

The framework covers 153 countries and includes all
larger economies in agricultural markets. With the excep-
tion of the 25-EU member states, all countries are explicit-
ly covered and the EU is included as a group. There are 36
commodities considered in the model and the framework
allows for creating particular country and commodity
groups. The ATPSM has the capacity to model the effects
of policy instruments such as out-of-quota and in-quota im-
port tariffs, domestic farm support and export subsidies.
The ATPSM is a synthetic model and its base period is the
average of 1999-2001. The standard equation system for all
countries for each commodity is presented through equa-
tions 1 to 14.
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Variable and parameter definitions:
^: relative change
D: absolute change
i, j: commodities indices
r: country index
e: supply elasticity
h: demand elasticity
g: ratio of exports to production
D: demand
M: imports
NGR: net government revenue
Pw: world price
Q: import quota
R: trade revenue
S: supply
Sd: quantity supplied to the domestic market
U: quota rent
X: exports
tc: domestic consumption tariff
td: domestic market tariff
tm: import tariff
tm1: in-quota applied tariff
tm2: out-of-quota applied tariff
tp: domestic production tariff
tx: export tariff

Domestic supply and demand are determined as a function
of various prices and related elasticity measures, as indicated
in equations 1 and 2. Exports in the ATPSM are maintained as
a proportion of the supply (equation 3). Market clearance is
shown in equation 4 that equalizes the sum of domestic pro-
duction and imports to domestic consumption and exports.
This equilibrium requires that in the world market the change
in world excess supply is zero (equation 5).

Domestic prices are function of world market prices, border
protection and/or domestic support measures, and transaction

costs (such as wholesale and retail margins) are taken into ac-
count. All protection measures are expressed in tariff rate e-
quivalents.

The countries in the ATPSM are often both importers and
exporters of the same good. To accommodate this feature,
composite tariffs for determining the domestic consumption
and production price are estimated. In the first step, volumes
are grouped under imports, exports and production supplied to
the domestic market. A domestic market tariff is computed as
weighed average of export and import tariff, and export and
import amounts are used as weights (equation 6). Then, a con-
sumption (domestic market) tariff is computed as the weighed
average of the import tariff and the domestic market tariff,
where the weights are imports and domestic supply (equation
7). Similarly, a supply (domestic market) tariff is computed as
well, as the weighed average of the export tariff and the do-
mestic market tariff, where the weights are exports and do-
mestic supply plus the domestic support tariff (equation 8).

Given the volume responses in the ATPSM, the trade rev-
enue and welfare effects can be computed. The trade revenue
effect of the policy changes is computed for each country and
each commodity by applying the equation 9. The welfare
change has three components. The first two are the changes in
producer surplus (equation 11) and consumer surplus (equa-
tion 12). These changes depend on the domestic market price
changes and the relevant price response of domestic demand
and supply. The change in the producer surplus is also de-
pendent on the change in the received quota rent (equation 10).
Rent accrues only if the importing country is applying the out-
of-quota tariff rate. The capture rate, c, is the proportion of the
rent captured by exporting producers as opposed to the pro-
portion, 1-c, captured by the importing government. The
change in the received quota rent is added to the producer sur-
plus. The third part is the change in net government revenue,
consisting of change in tariff revenue, change in export sub-
sidy expenditure, change in domestic support expenditure and
change in quota rent not received by exporters (equation 13).
Finally, the total welfare effect is given in equation 14.

4. Policy Analysis
4.1. Scenarios

Two main policy scenarios were built on the basis of policy
measures taken in the EU to cope with the effect of the tight-
ening of cereal supply on domestic prices. One possible poli-
cy option is to remove the obligatory set-aside requirement. In
this way, it is expected to remove the growing pressure on do-
mestic cereal prices by boosting up the domestic production.
Another possibility is the complete or partial removal of im-
port tariffs and/or export subsidies. Hence, the rise in domes-
tic supply of cereals may result in the fall in domestic prices.
As third option, a combination of the two above-mentioned
possibilities can be considered.

The expectation is such that if the set-aside area (3.8 million
ha) fully returns back to the sector, then the effective return of
land could be between 1.6 and 2.9 million hectares
(IP/07/1402). However, if farmers decide to use the maximum
amount of land possible to produce cereals, this would be at the
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expense of other crops, especially oilseeds (IP/07/1402). There-
fore, the main difference between the two scenarios lies on the
rate of set-aside area used for cereals and oilseeds. When it
comes to changes in border policies in the EU, a more generic
approach was used and either a partial or full liberalization was
applied. Either only import/export tariffs/subsidies on cereals
were changed or both applied together. In both main scenarios,
different liberalization chances were applied as sub-scenarios.

Recent draught substantially affected the Turkish agricultur-
al sector and, therefore, a significant fall in domestic supply of
cereals and oilseeds is expected. Since Turkey currently does
not have any direct supply management policy regarding cere-
als and oilseeds, the only option to increase supply in the short
term is the removal of border policies. Border policy changes
in Turkey were applied as it happened in the EU.

Policy scenarios were run in two different stages. In the first
stage, the effect of returning land from set-aside in the EU and
of draught in Turkey on domestic quantities were exogenous-
ly calculated, and different base equilibrium values were ob-
tained for scenarios 1 and 2 respectively. In the second stage,
alternative border policies were set up by applying the
ATPSM, and outcomes were compared with base values.

Consequently, the two main and sub-policy scenarios can be
presented as shown in Table 1.

In the first scenario, the maximum efficient return from set-
aside, i.e. 2.9 million hectares, is assumed to be used for cere-
al production. This area is distributed among cereals with re-
spect to each product’s share in the total sown area of cereals,
which is 53.93%, 31.04% and 14.81% for wheat, barley and
maize, respectively. The effect on production is found by ap-
plying average yield figures for these products, which are
5.38, 4.36 and 7.80 t/ha, respectively. In the second scenario,
2.9 million hectares of set-aside area is distributed between
oilseeds and cereals. The lowest amount of efficient return
(1.6 million ha) is assumed to be used for cereal production
and the remaining part (1.3 million ha.) is for oilseed produc-
tion. Distribution of area is done using shares of each product
in the total sown area of cereals and oilseeds (46.00, 26.47,
12.63 and 14.70% for wheat, barley, maize and oilseeds, re-
spectively). The effect on production is calculated with the
same methodology used in scenario 1. The average yield for
oilseeds is assumed to be 3.79 t/ha. In both scenarios, the re-
duction in production of wheat, barley and oilseeds due to
draught is assumed to be 11.7%, 22.3% and 9.3%, respective-
ly. By using the behavioural relationships and elasticity infor-
mation in the ATPSM, the changes in domestic supply both in
the EU and in Turkey are transmitted on the domestic demand,
exports and imports, and new equilibrium identities are ob-
tained for wheat, barley, maize and oilseeds in both countries.
Therefore, while the base-run data do not differ for Turkey be-
tween the two scenarios, they significantly differ for the EU.
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Table 1 – Policy Scenarios.

Scenario 1

Base-run assumptions:

1. Full return from set-aside to cereals production (2.9 million ha) in
the EU.
2. No return from set-aside to oilseeds production in the EU.
3. Import tariffs and export subsidies in place in the EU.
4. Other domestic support policies in place in the EU.
5. An average 16% loss of cereals production in TR because of the
draught.
6. An average 10% loss of oilseeds production in TR because of the
draught.
7. Trade and domestic support policies in place in TR.

Scenario 2

Base-run assumptions:

1. Partial return from set-aside to cereals production (1.6 million ha)
in the EU.
2. Partial return from set-aside to oilseeds production (1.3 million ha)
in the EU.
3. Import tariffs and export subsidies in place in the EU.
4. Other domestic support policies in place in the EU.
5. An average 16% loss of cereals production in TR because of the
draught.
6. An average 10% loss of oilseeds production in TR because of the
draught.
7. Trade and domestic support policies in place in TR.
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Trade liberalization is more applied in a generic manner. A-
side from removal of obligatory set-aside, domestic supply in
both countries can be increased via three alternative sub-sce-
narios. The first option is a sole reduction in applied import
tariffs. The second option is a sole reduction in export subsi-
dies and the third one is a combination of the first two alter-
natives. The impact of each option actually depends on three
factors: the country’s exporter/importer nature; the ratio of im-
ports/exports to domestic demand/supply; the initial level of
tariffs/subsidies. All three alternatives were simulated in the
first scenario, and the tariff removal together with the tariff
and subsidy removal were simulated in the second scenario. S-
ince returning set-aside land in the first scenario is assumed to
be at the maximum possible level, the rise in domestic supply
is expected to be higher than it would be in the second sce-
nario; hence, partial rather than full trade liberalization is fore-
seen to be adequate in the first scenario. However, for the
same reason, the full trade liberalization is expected to be suf-
ficient enough to increase supply and reduce domestic prices
in the second scenario. For Turkey, the same liberalization
pattern was applied in each scenario.

Therefore, for Turkey, the two main scenarios do not in-
clude any difference. For the EU, main and sub-scenarios were
aimed at finding a range to cover the minimum and maximum
impacts on domestic and world market of set-aside removal
and trade policy liberalization.

4.2. Results
The base year of ATPSM was upgraded to the average of

2002-2004 before simulations and behavioural parameters of
Turkey were updated as well. Behavioural parameters regard-
ing cereals and oilseeds in the EU and Turkey are given in ap-
pendix Table A1. In Table 2, changes in domestic quantities in
the EU after the removal of obligatory set-aside policy and in

domestic quantities in Turkey after the draught are presented
for the two main scenarios. The presented figures for the sce-
narios in Table 2 form the base run results for scenario 1 and
2 respectively, to be compared later with sub-scenario out-
comes.

Returning set-aside area is assumed to be used for cereal
production in the first scenario; therefore, quantities regarding
oilseeds do not change in the first scenario compared to the
initial situation. In the second scenario, a smaller area is used
for cereal production compared to the first scenario due to the
increase in oilseed production on the area that returned from
set-aside. For Turkey, the two scenarios do not differ in terms
of draught effects on demand and supply with respect to the
initial situation.
World price

An increase in the world prices is expected since the unilat-
eral liberalization in the EU border policy and it can be consid-
ered the outcome of a possible excess in demand arising in the
world market for the rising import demand or the falling export
supply in the EU, or for both phenomena at the same time. S-
ince tariff and subsidy reductions are applied together in the s-
cenario 1b, the rise in world prices should be higher in scenario
1b compared to scenarios 1a and 1c in cereal markets. Base
year tariffs in the EU are higher then subsidies except for bar-
ley, where initial tariff and subsidy rates are equal. Therefore,
the rise in world prices in scenario 1a is expected to be higher
than the prices scenario 1c for wheat and maize, and the oppo-
site is expected for barley. The change in the world maize
prices is quite low (about 1%), it could even be ignored, and
this is due to the reduced amount of net international trade of
maize in the EU and to the initial lower tariff and zero subsi-
dies. The changes in the world wheat and barley prices are
modest (nearly 4.8% and 5.4% respectively). In scenario 2, the
full liberalization leads to higher rates of increase in world
prices compared to scenario 1, and a even higher rate is ex-
pected in scenario 2b as it involves the fully removal of tariffs
and subsidies. Therefore, the rise in world prices reaches al-
most 10% in barley and about 9.2% in wheat markets in sce-
nario 2b. Increase in world maize prices is still quite low due to
the reasons explained before. In scenario 2a, the change in the
world barley price is negligible since the EU import from the
world markets is very low. The EU does not apply any trade
policy in oilseeds market, hence the negligible change in world
oilseeds price (0.03%) is assumed to stem from cross price ef-
fects in the domestic market. Table 3 presents the changes in
world prices in both scenarios.
Domestic price

After the unilateral trade liberalization, it is expected that two
counteracting effects on prices may arise in the domestic mar-
ket. First, there might be a negative impact due to reduction in
tariffs and subsidies which would yield a rise in the domestic
supply. Second, there might be a positive impact due to the in-
crease in world prices. The net effect is expected to be negative;
however, this depends on the initial net trade position of the
country in the market experiencing the trade liberalization, the
initial level of border policies, and on whether or not the liber-
alization occurred only in a single market of that country.

Table 2 – Results of Set-Aside Removal and Draught.



Effects of the world price rise on domestic prices in the EU
and Turkey are given in Table 3. In the EU in general, the net
effect on domestic cereal prices is negative. Since initial ex-
port subsidy rates for wheat and maize are lower than import
tariffs (it is zero for maize), the fall in prices in scenario 1c
should be less relevant than it is in scenarios 1b and 1a. For
the same reason, a stronger fall in wheat price is anticipated
in scenario 1b compared to scenario 1a, and in maize market
only a slight difference between scenarios 1a and 1b is also
acceptable. In the EU, the impact of export subsidy removal
(scenarios 1b and 1c) in the barley market on its domestic
price is expected to be higher than its impact where tariffs are
solely removed (scenario 1a). This result is expected given
the EU is a net and large barley exporter. Impacts on domes-
tic prices in the second scenario are expected to be stronger as
the changes in world prices are more important with respect
to the first scenario. For wheat, the fall in domestic price is of
about 17.4% and 14.6% in scenarios 2a and 2b respectively,
whereas it is of nearly 10% for maize in both scenarios. For
barley, the sole removal of tariffs does not affect too much its
domestic price; however, the removal of both subsidies and
tariffs in scenario 2b significantly affects its domestic price
because the EU is an important barley exporter. Not great
change in the domestic oilseeds prices is expected.

The trade liberalization in Turkey is assumed to be imple-
mented at the same rate in scenarios 1 and 2. Therefore, the
differences between the two scenarios are the outcome of the
changes in world prices. For cereals, the initial rates of export
subsidy and import tariffs are the same, whereas for oilseeds

there are only tariffs applied at the border that are quite low if
compared to tariffs on cereals imports. Hence, the net trade
position of Turkey before liberalization becomes important in
determining the impact on domestic prices. In both scenarios,
a decrease in domestic prices of cereals and oilseeds is expe-
rienced. The fall in domestic prices of wheat and barley in s-
cenario 1b is expected to be greater than it is in scenarios 1c
and 1a. This is due to the simultaneous liberalization in both
subsidies and tariffs. For wheat, the impact in scenario 1c is
greater than it is in 1a and for barley the opposite is true. The
fact that Turkey is a net exporter/importer of wheat/barley af-
ter the draught causes this opposite effect. Moreover, the bar-
ley subsidy and tariff rates (both about 85%) are higher than
wheat tariff and subsidy rates (both about 40%), thus result-
ing in a higher rate of change in the barley domestic price
(about 18.8%) with respect to the one of wheat (10.1%). In
the second scenario, a 50% reduction in subsidy and tariff to-
gether (scenario 2b) in the wheat market yields a fall in do-
mestic prices being lower (about 6.4%) than the one in sce-
nario 1b (about 10.2%). This might be surprising since the
rise in world price is almost doubled in scenario 2b. Howev-
er, this rise in world price might have offsetting impact on the
negative effect of border policy reduction on domestic prices.
In the barley market, the effect of world price rise on domes-
tic price in scenarios 2a and 2b is almost the same (a fall of
about 15.5%). In scenario 1c, the effect on barley domestic
price is quite low if compared to scenario 1b: this phenome-
non can be explained by Turkey being a net importer in this
market and by the higher initial tariff and subsidy rate com-
pared to wheat. For the same reason, the changing rate in the
barley domestic price is quite high compared to the change in
the wheat price. In oilseeds market, the application of tariffs
is only trade policy set up and it is quite low (about 6.8%) if
compared to other markets. Therefore, results regarding sce-
narios 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b are foreseen to be the same or slight-
ly different from each other.

Domestic quantities and international trade
As expected, in all scenarios, the fall in domestic prices re-

sulted in a fall/rise in domestic supply/demand both in the EU
and in Turkey. In the EU, the fall in wheat production is about
8.6% (scenario 2b) and the lowest fall rate occurs in scenario
1c (about 0.4%). These results are consistent with the changes
in prices. In the maize market, the biggest falls are experi-
enced in scenarios 2b and 2c, depending on the changes in the
domestic prices. An unexpected result is observed in scenario
2a in the barley market. Although there has been a decrease
of about 0.2% in domestic price, an increase of about 2% was
experienced. This might be caused by the cross price effects.
For example, in the same scenario, the changes in domestic
prices of wheat and maize are of about 14.6% and 10.3% re-
spectively, whereas it is only about 0.2% in the barley mar-
ket. In the oilseeds market, the negligible domestic price ef-
fects in all scenarios (about 0.03%) yields a negligible impact
on production (about 0.01%) and consumption (nearly
0.02%). On the demand side, as expected and consistent with
the price changes, the maximum rise in demand for wheat and
maize was experienced in scenarios 2a and 2b. Again an un-
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expected result is observed in the barley market. In scenarios
1b and 2a, the fall in domestic prices resulted in a fall in de-
mand. As before, we believe the higher rates of change in
cross prices might cause this phenomenon in scenario 2a;
however, in scenario 1b, changing rates of barley, maize and
wheat domestic prices are close to each other but other cross
prices (sorghum, rice) have to be checked out. In any case, the
amount of change in barley consumption in scenario 1b is
very low, nearly equal to zero.

In Turkey, the maximum fall in domestic supply of barley
occurs in scenarios 1a, 1b and 2a, which is about 6.3% on the
average, as expected the demand rise in these scenarios were
at higher rates (about 3.6% on the average) than the ones in
other scenarios. In the oilseeds market, in all scenarios, the
5.5% decrease in domestic prices caused a fall in domestic
supply of about 1.8% and a rise in consumption of about 5%.
An unexpected result is observed in the wheat market though.
The fall in prices resulted in a fall in domestic demand except
in scenario 1c. The cross price effect of barley on wheat de-
mand causes this unexpected change. In Table 3, it is observed
that the fall in domestic barley prices in all scenarios is
stronger than the fall in wheat prices, with the exception of s-

cenario 1c. It is also observed that the cross price elasticity of
wheat demand with respect to barley price (-3.8%) is larger
than its own price effect (3.4%).

International trade impacts of trade liberalization were com-
pared with two different bases. In the first scenario, the as-
sumption was that set-aside area is fully used for cereal pro-
duction. In the second scenario, set-aside area is partially used
for oilseeds and cereal production.

There was a decrease in the EU wheat exports in all sub-s-
cenarios. The maximum amount of decrease was experienced
in scenarios 2a and 2b (decreasing to about 5 million tons from
around 5.4 million tons), which involves total removal of tar-
iffs only (2a) and removal of tariffs and subsidies together
(2b). The EU wheat imports increased as well in all scenarios
compared to base scenarios. While in scenario 1c the increase
was slight (only about 0.7 million tons), the increase was quite
high in the other scenarios. In scenario 1c, since tariffs were
left at their initial levels and subsidy removal might have
caused an increase in domestic supply, the resulting impact on
imports was quite low. In Turkey, wheat exports decreased in
all scenarios. The maximum decrease was experienced in sce-
narios 1b and 2b, where both tariffs and subsidies were par-
tially removed. This outcome was expected due to the sub-
sidy’s role in boosting up exports. Apart form scenarios 1a and
2a, there was an increase in wheat imports. Interestingly, re-
moval of tariffs only does not result in an increase in imports.
The significant fall in domestic demand in these scenarios
might be the reason for this situation. When subsidy removal
is applied together with tariff liberalization, imports of Turkey
double (scenario 1c) or at least increase by one third. Table 5
presents the changes in trade quantities.

In the barley market, there was an increase in the EU exports
in scenarios 1a and 2a. The removal of tariffs only seems to
cause this rise since remaining export subsidies in the econo-
my boost up exports to increase excess supply in the economy.
When export subsidies were partially or fully removed (sce-
narios 1b, 1c, 2b), a decrease in exports was experienced. Bar-
ley imports of the EU declined in scenarios 1a, 1b and 2a,
which seemed to be caused by the fall in domestic consump-
tion. When the domestic demand for barley increased (scenar-
ios 1c and 2b), effect of export subsidy removal on domestic
supply in scenario 1c and 2b became insufficient and imports
of barley rose. In Turkey, while a fall in exports was experi-
enced in all scenarios, a rise in imports was experienced in all
scenarios, except for scenario 1c. The fall in imports in sce-
nario 1c might be explained with the fall in domestic demand
(Table 5).

While the EU oilseeds exports do not change in both sce-
narios 1 and 2, imports slightly fall in both scenarios. As pre-
viously explained, in the EU oilseeds market, the main differ-
ence between the two base runs is based on the returning set-
aside area: the latter area is fully used for cereal production in
the first scenario, whereas it is partly used for oilseeds pro-
duction in the second scenario. In addition, the EU has no bor-
der policy in the international trade of oilseeds. Given these
facts and besides the slightest changes in the world and the EU
price of oilseeds and resulting changes in domestic consump-
tion and production amounts in the EU, the fall in imports is
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mostly caused by the relatively high rate of change in domes-
tic production in comparison to changing rate in domestic con-
sumption (although both are at a very small rate, Table 4). In
Turkey, while exports in all scenarios remain almost constant,
there is an increase in imports. Turkey applies a modest tariff
rate on oilseeds imports and it is traditionally a net importer of
oilseeds and, therefore, it has no subsidy policy for exports. In
this case, the only reason for the rise in imports in all scenar-
ios stands to be the removal of tariffs.

The EU is a net importer in maize; however, in the total sup-
ply, imports occupy quite a low share if compared to produc-
tion. The EU regulates its maize imports with tariffs and it
does not apply subsidies for exports. Hence, under both sce-
narios, only the sub-scenarios that involve liberalization in the
import policy have an impact on international trade. In Tables
2 and 5, it can be observed that, under all scenarios, exports
present a slight fall (at least 3.3%), while imports show a sig-
nificant increase. This result appears to be the outcome of sole

tariff removal and of excess demand rise in the EU
maize market.

5. Conclusions
This paper aims at analyzing the impact of poli-

cy measures taken to cope with the supply crises in
cereal markets both in the EU and Turkey, which
resulted in an increase in domestic prices and dete-
riorated the consumer welfare. While the EU has
chosen the removal of set-aside policy as first pol-
icy measure, partial or full liberalization of the
trade regime was also under consideration as an al-
ternative or complementary policy. For Turkey,
trade liberalization to handle the fall in supply was
considered to be the only policy option. Therefore,
our paper aims at finding a range for domestic
quantities in Turkey and in the EU by analyzing al-
ternative policy options. However, results should
be interpreted with caution since the drivers in-
cluded in this analysis are just some of the numer-
ous supply and demand factors that may affect
world prices.

Removal of obligatory set-aside obviously seems
to be a partial solution for the fall in the domestic
supply (or falling stocks and rising domestic
prices): either the set-aside area fully returns to ce-
reals or it is shared between cereals and oilseeds.
The important point is that the EU net trade position
and amounts of all considered commodities do not
significantly change in any of set-aside options. It is
mainly the trade liberalization and how it is imple-
mented that more significantly affect quantities and
prices. In wheat and maize markets, as long as tar-
iffs are fully or partially removed, domestic supply
does not rise as much as it is likely to do. However,
once it is accompanied with export subsidy re-
moval, then the fall in domestic prices is at an ex-
treme rate and domestic consumption increases at
the cost of falling production. Here, the trade-off is
not between employing tariff and subsidy instru-

ments together or not, but rather it is between whether the lib-
eralization should be partial or full. Obviously, if the EU be-
comes a very large net importer, then the pressure on the
world market price would significantly increase the import
bill. The EU should consider the other major world cereal
markets as well. In the barley market, the opposite is true.
Suddenly becoming a major exporter may substantially de-
crease the world price depending on the other major market-
s’ position, which would at the same time boost up domestic
prices. It seems that, since there is no trade policy interven-
tion in the oilseeds market, the above-mentioned scenarios do
not create significant changes in the EU, even if set-aside
area partially returns to oilseeds production.

For Turkey, the story is a bit different. Currently, there is no
supply management policy in place. Hence, world price
changes are quite influential in Turkish commodity markets.
Put in other way, the EU liberalization decision may substan-
tially affect Turkey. In any case, Turkey cannot change its net
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importer position either in oilseeds or in barley markets. How-
ever, in wheat market, Turkey may switch from being a small
net exporter to becoming a large net importer depending on
the trade policy. Once export subsidy removal accompanies
tariff liberalization, Turkey could definitely become a large
net importer.

Our findings could change if other factors affecting world
food prices were considered in the analysis. The net effect of
drivers that cause simultaneous changes in supply and de-
mand would be crucial in determining final impacts. If world
prices increase more/less than the ones in the current analysis,
impacts on both markets of the EU and Turkey would differ
and, accordingly, changes in support policies would lead to
the development of a more conservative or liberal agricultur-
al sector.
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Appendix
Table a1 – Behavioural Parameters.


